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Treasury Board and Finance—
Province’s Fiscal Update 
 
 
The government is required by Section 9 of the Government Accountability Act to report 
publicly, through quarterly fiscal updates, on the accuracy of the Province’s consolidated 
fiscal plan. We do not audit the Province’s quarterly fiscal updates, although as part of our 
audit of the Province’s consolidated financial statements, we consider the fiscal updates 
important. Much like any business, it is better run if management periodically monitors its 
own performance throughout the year. 
 
When the government released the 2012–2013 first quarter fiscal update, the form and 
content of the report had changed, and it did not contain the same information that was 
previously reported publicly, such as a balance sheet. Subsequently, there was 
considerable commentary about whether the new form and content of the fiscal update 
complied with the law, specifically Section 9 of the Government Accountability Act. In light 
of this, we felt it was important to consider the substantive changes made to the fiscal 
update, to identify whether there was an instance of legislative non-compliance that we 
should bring to the attention of the legislative assembly. 
 
With respect to the legal requirement contained in Section 9 of the Government 
Accountability Act, we found the wording could give rise to differing interpretations. 
Although the Act is clear in that fiscal updates are required within certain timeframes, it does 
not specifically prescribe the content or level of detail needed for an update. 
 
We noted some observations as part of our consideration of the fiscal update. We provided 
these observations to the Department of Treasury Board and Finance, in the interest of 
making the fiscal updates more useful. These included the following: 
 
• In general, the fiscal update could report on the accuracy of the fiscal plan by reporting 

on the accuracy of the items required to be included in the plan—the items in Sections 
5, 6 and 7 of the Act, as relevant in the circumstances. 

• The fiscal update could include a statement of compliance with the Government 
Accountability Act, with quarterly updates, if the government believes the update 
complies with the Act. 

• The fiscal update could include a balance sheet, i.e., net financial position and a 
breakdown by liabilities and financial and other assets at quarter end; qualitative 
discussion of important variances; and discussion or forecast for revenues, expenses 
and deficit (for the year) and forecast of financial assets, liabilities and other assets 
expected at year-end. 

• The budget for each quarter could be published in advance of each quarter’s fiscal 
update, for example as part of an annual budget which includes budgets for each 
quarter. 

 
Some of our observations were incorporated into the second fiscal update, which was 
released on November 28, 2012. Although the second quarter fiscal update included a 
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forecast of the expected range of deficit for the year, it did not include a forecast of 
revenues or expenses, or a forecast of the balance sheet, for the year. 
 
With respect to the fiscal updates under the Government Accountability Act, given different 
interpretations are possible, we cannot conclude on whether the fiscal updates meet the 
legal reporting requirements of the legislation. Law is not always clear, and in some cases 
wording used in legislative provisions is not sufficient to ensure consistent application or 
interpretation. In such cases, the law may remain uncertain unless settled by judicial 
interpretation or resolved through legislative amendments. 




